The mammalian iris-ciliary complex affects organization and synthesis of cytoskeletal proteins of organ and tissue cultured lens epithelial cells.
A water soluble growth inhibitor was isolated from the mammalian ocular iris-ciliary complex. The molecular weight of this protein is 10 kD or lower as determined by ultrafiltration fractionation. The iris-ciliary (IC) complex water soluble protein(s) significantly inhibits synthesis of lower molecular weight proteins of the epithelial cells of the organ cultured mammalian ocular lens. It was also found that this inhibitory effect of IC is mediated via the structural organization of the lens. Monolayer cultures of the lens epithelial cells exposed to IC did not manifest any inhibition of their protein synthesis. Moreover, these tissue cultured lens epithelial (TCLE) cells showed a significant increase in their protein synthetic activities in response to the presence of IC factors in the culture medium. It is postulated that the IC activity is modulated via either the lens capsule, an extracellular matrix, or due to the specific organization of the intact lens. The specific effects of IC on the cytoskeletal organization and synthesis in the organ cultured lens epithelial (OCLE) and TCLE cells were also examined. Both groups, treated with IC factors, manifested significant alterations in their protein synthetic activities and cytoskeletal architecture. The 3H-leucine incorporation experiments showed that alpha-actin and alpha-tubulin synthesis is partially inhibited by IC factors in OCLE cells but vimentin synthesis is not, whereas in TCLE cells all of them showed increased synthesis in response to IC factors. Turnover rates of these proteins in both OCLE and TCLE cells were also computed. The immunofluorescence and microscopic evaluation of OCLE and TCLE cells exposed to IC factors illustrated significant alteration in the cytoarchitecture of the filaments. We demonstrate that an inhibitor(s) molecule of 10 kD or lower size isolated from IC inhibited protein synthesis of OCLE cells and stimulated protein synthesis in TCLE cells. The IC factor also affects the synthesis and organization of cytoskeletal filaments of both the OCLE and TCLE cells.